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Abstract

Intermediate representations between the speech signal and phones may be used to improve discrimination
among phones that are often confused. These representations are usually found according to broad phonetic
classes, which are defined by a phonetician. This article proposes an alternative data-driven method to generate
these classes. Phone confusion information from the analysis of the output of a phone recognition system is used
to find clusters at high risk of mutual confusion. A metric is defined to compute the distance between phones. The
results, using TIMIT data, show that the proposed confusion-driven phone clustering method is an attractive
alternative to the approaches based on human knowledge. A hierarchical classification structure to improve phone
recognition is also proposed using a discriminative weight training method. Experiments show improvements in
phone recognition on the TIMIT database compared to a baseline system.
Introduction
Broad phonetic classes (BPC) have widely been used in
speech recognition research as, for instance, automatic
language identification [1]; speaking rate estimation [2];
multi lingual systems [3,4] and, especially, in phone recog-
nition [5-8]. Its success is due to the carried additional in-
formation that contributes to improve the recognition
rates, especially under noise conditions [9]. In phone rec-
ognition task, BPC information may be used as an add-
itional set of acoustic features or it may be integrated in
the phone predictions. One successful example is pre-
sented by Siniscalchi et al. [6], one of the best results
reported on the phone TIMIT recognition task, where 15
broad articulatory classes are used to predict posterior
phone probabilities and to rescore phone lattices. Another
interesting example is given by Morris and Fosler-Lussier
[7] where the outputs of eight broad class classifiers are
used as input features on a conditional random field
(CRF) model. In [8], a hierarchical classification from suc-
cessive broad classes is used with improvements in phone
accuracy. Several other studies related to BPC could be re-
ferred, e.g. [5,10], sometimes using different terminology.
In literature, BPC take different names (such as broad
phonetic groups, speech attributes, events, etc.) but in all
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these studies they are always sets of phones with similar
acoustic/phonetic features drawn manually by an expert
(knowledge-driven information). The broad classes are
selected according to acoustic-phonetic properties that de-
rive from articulatory constraints or from hearing percep-
tion. This selection may contain some subjectivity or may
be difficult to carry out when dealing with other kind of
speech units like syllables or when considering coarticu-
lation phenomena.
BPC for the English language is an issue that has widely

been addressed by the scientific community [5,7,8,11]. Its
definition is usually related to the manner and place of ar-
ticulation, so that all the broad classes show good agree-
ment within some phonetic, articulatory and/or acoustic
properties. The efficient construction of smaller/more
compact phone sets is not trivial, however, as is confirmed
by the lack of consensus between several proposals. For
example in the TIMIT corpus, in [12], phone [dx] is classi-
fied as a sonorant consonant, while in [13] the same
phone is classified as a stop and Halberstadt and Glass
[10] classify it as a nasal/flap. The same happens with
phone [hv]. In [12], it is a sonorant consonant and in
[5,10] it is a fricative. Comparing the “fricative” broad
classes of [5,14] it can be seen that the first proposal
includes the phone [hv] while the second does not. The
above examples are to show the subjective nature of the
approaches based on human knowledge, even when refer-
ring to such a widely studied language as American English.
This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
mmons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
inal work is properly cited.
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Figure 1 Part of a confusion matrix: output of our TIMIT-based
phone recognition system.
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This subjectivity affects not only the number of classes, but
also the set of phones in each category. These problems,
related to the expert-driven approaches, have prompted the
emergence of data-driven approaches, where the classes’
composition is guided by data. We explore in this article a
data-driven method where the broad classes are automatic-
ally defined according to the output of a speech recognition
system. The method can be applied in systems using all
kinds of recognition units (phones, syllables, subwords,
phones of different languages, etc.) and do not conduct to a
static division.
The output of a classification system is usually evalu-

ated comparing all the recognized sequences with the
corresponding references. From this comparison, a con-
fusion matrix can be computed. In the proposed ap-
proach it is considered that if a unit (phone or other)
has much confusion with other unit is because, to the
recognizer, they are somehow similar. This approach
may not fully agree with phonetics principles or acoustic
theories but it can be very helpful allowing to overcome
deadlocks in some situations. Take the case of a multi-
lingual system, where a knowledge-based approach has
to involve experts from all the languages involved. The
same occurs when dealing with varieties of a language
(e.g., European Portuguese or Brazilian Portuguese). The
proposed automatic clustering method extends the pos-
sibility of using broad classes’ information to systems
based on other than the phone unit.
Data-driven clustering usually stands for a statistical

measurement of a class. The key point of all clustering
algorithms is the choice of a proximity or distance meas-
ure. This measure can be obtained from acoustic mod-
els, e.g., [3,15], or even rely on the confusion matrix,
e.g., [4,16]. Model-driven methods and confusion-
drivena methods are then the two major categories of data-
driven phone clustering algorithms.
In model-driven methods, the acoustic similarity be-

tween two phones can be achieved from the theoretical
distance between the corresponding acoustic models.
This distance can be the Bhattacharyya distance between
two Gaussian mixture models [3,15]; a relative entropy-
based (Kullback–Leibler divergence) distance between
two Laplacian mixtures [17], etc. In [18], a data-driven
phonetic broad class generation is proposed where mu-
tual information is used to compute similarity between
models, while in [19] a similarity measure based on the
likelihood between the acoustic frames and the hidden
Markov models (HMMs) is proposed.
In this article, we propose a confusion-driven method

to generate phone clusters. This approach was already
proposed in [4], where the phones are grouped using
rules depending on a set of weights and thresholds. Our
proposal differs from [4] in so far as we define a metric
to compute phone distances.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we introduce the data-driven approach and Sec-
tion 3 presents the metric defined that evaluates the
phones similarities. It also describes the way that the con-
fusion matrix (which is the base for phone similarities
computation) was achieved. Section 4 presents a system
where broad classes are used in order to enhance phone
recognition, and in Section 5 experimental results, com-
paring data-driven and knowledge-driven approaches, are
presented. Finally, some conclusions and future improve-
ments are drawn in Section 6.

Data-driven broad classes
In confusion-driven methods, the similarity measure ap-
proach comes from the phone confusion matrix M. This
matrix is computed from the output of a phone recognizer
by aligning the recognized sentence with the reference one,
using a dynamic programming algorithm (the Levenshtein
algorithm). It includes the concept of hits and confusions,
as well as insertions (INS) and deletions (DEL). An
example of part of a confusion matrix of our phone
recognizer using TIMIT [20] data is shown in Figure 1.
The diagonal refers to the number of correctly recognized
phones (hits) and the off-diagonal elements refer to the
number of misclassifications.
The idea behind confusion-driven methods is that simi-

lar phones tend to be more confusable and should belong
to the same class. Figure 2a shows, in pseudo colours, a
confusion matrix using the 61 original TIMIT phones,
where the phones are in alphabetical order and with blue
representing the lower value and dark red the higher
value. If highly confusable phones are repositioned in such
a way that they become near each other, we get the matrix
depicted in Figure 2b. In this second matrix, we can easily
distinguish several sets (clusters) of phones where confu-
sion between all the elements of the cluster is much
higher than between other phones or phone clusters. In
an attempt to find this set of clusters, this study explores



Figure 2 (a) Confusion matrix of our TIMIT-based phone
recognition system. (b) A repositioned version of the matrix depicted
in (a) where highly confusable phones are place near each other.
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an automatic classification method, where the phonetic
classes are found according to the output of an automatic
phone recognition system. Phones are grouped according
to a similarity measure estimated from the confusion
matrix given by the recognizer performance.
Confusion-driven phone distance measure
This section describes an automatic method for phonetic
class generation based on a confusion matrix of a phone
recognizer. Usually, the clustering techniques involve
three concepts:

1. A data model;
2. A proximity criterion (similarity, distance, etc.);
3. A clustering algorithm that generates the clusters

(broad classes) using the data model and the
similarity measure.

These concepts are discussed in following sections.
Data model
In the proposed method, the data comes from a confusion
matrix yielded by the performance analysis of a phone rec-
ognition system. This matrix may contain results at the
frame level, if artificial neural network (ANN), support
vector machines (SVM), or CRF-based recognizers are
used, or at the segment level, if segment models are used,
such as HMMs or hybrid systems, as in the present case.
An MLP/HMM hybrid system is used that combines an
overall HMM structure with the class predictions given by
a multilayer perceptron (MLP) classifier, thus benefiting
from the time modelling abilities of HMMs and the dis-
crimination capabilities of ANNs. In the TIMIT training
set, this involves the recognition of 143 k segments.

Hybrid MLP/HMM description
An MLP network, with a single hidden layer, was trained
for phone classification at a frame level. The last layer per-
forms a 1-to-61 classification over the set of (TIMIT)
phones. Speech was analysed every 10 ms with a 25-ms
Hamming window. Thirty-nine parameters were used as
standard input features representing 12 Mel Frequency
Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs), plus energy, and their first
and second time-derivative coefficients. The context win-
dow used was 170 ms but only 9 frame features were used,
as described in [8]. The current frame is in the centre of
the context window (temporal information of past and fu-
ture is included). The softmax function was used as the ac-
tivation function of the output layer so that the output
values could be interpreted as posterior probabilities. The
hidden layer has 1,000 nodes and uses a sigmoid activation
function. All the network weights and bias are adjusted
using batch training with the resilient back-propagation
(RPROP) algorithm [21], so as to reduce the minimum-
cross-entropy error between network output and the target
values. The network has 413 k free training parameters.
HMMs were built beforehand for each phone using

HTK3.41, [22], in order to estimate the transition prob-
abilities between states. Each phone was modelled by a
three-state left-to-right HMM and each state was mod-
elled by a single Gaussian model. The input features
were the same as for the MLP.
In the hybrid MLP/HMM system, the state likelihoods

are replaced by the posterior probabilities given by the
output predictions of the MLP. The three states share
the same MLP output. We used HTK [22], with some
changes in order to replace the usual Gaussian mixture
models with the outputs of the MLP.
The confusion matrix (data model) is computed using

the entire TIMIT training set, which consists of all si
and sx sentences of the original training set (3,698 utter-
ances). The performance of the hybrid system is usually
evaluated by means of Correctness (Corr) and Accuracy
(Acc). We have used HTK evaluation tool HResults to
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Figure 3 Measurement of the time misalignment between two
labels.
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compute them. But with this tool only the token se-
quence is taken for evaluation. A fine evaluation takes
into account not only the correct identified sequence of
phones, but also their time localization. This was the cri-
teria used in the confusion matrix generation on which
the proposed clustering is based. A brief description of
the evaluation procedure used is given below. A full de-
scription can be found in [23].
The evaluation procedure uses a modified Levenshtein

algorithm [24] in the alignment between labelled and
recognized phones, where the degree of overlapping be-
tween them is taken in the local distance definition. This
algorithm finds the best alignment between two strings
and inserts a penalty if an error occurs (insertion, dele-
tion and substitution), but no penalty is applied if the
labels match. In our proposal, we include an additional
penalty that is proportional to the average of the left and
right misalignments. If the labels do not overlap (TOV ≤
0 in Figure 3), this penalty is set to a maximum value
(pmax), such that an insertion or a deletion will be pre-
ferred to a misaligned substitution.
Taking ti1;ti2 and tj1;tj2 as the boundaries of the test

and reference labels, as indicated in Figure 3, they overlap
if ti2> tj1 or tj2> ti1 and then the total time of the labels is

T ¼ max ti2; tj2
� �� min ti1; tj1

� �
¼ T1 þ T2 þ TOV ð1Þ

and the overlapping time is

TOV ¼ min ti2; tj2
� �� max ti1; tj1

� � ð2Þ

The left and right misalignments are T1 ¼ tj1 � ti1
�� ��

and T2 ¼ tj2 � ti2
�� ��. If the labels labi and labj match their

name but are not perfectly aligned, then we introduce an
additional association penalty, pA(i,j), which is inversely
proportional to the overlap between the labels, according
to the following expression:

pA i; jð Þ ¼ T1 þ T2ð Þ=2
TOV

¼ 1
2

T
TOV

� 1

� �
ð3Þ
If the labels overlap more that 50%, pA is smaller than
0.5. As far as the overlapping decreases, this distance
increases and is clipped to pmax = 15, which corresponds
to 3.2% of overlapping. In order to promote confusions
(substitutions) we penalize insertions and deletions signifi-
cantly by setting pINS = 12 and pDEL = 12. The optimal
alignment is found by tracing back the path of accumu-
lated penalties from the last label pair to the origin of the
(i, j) grid. With the alignment of all labels a confusion
matrix can then be computed. This matrix represents the
data model referred to in the beginning of Section 3.

Similarity measure
The confusion matrix is often converted into a symmet-
ric similarity matrix using the so-called Houtgast algo-
rithm. It measures the similarity between reference
phones i and j using the number of confusions of these
phones with all other phones k. More specifically, if N is
the total number of classes (phones), the Houtgast simi-
larity between phones i and j, sij is given by

sij ¼ sji ¼
XN
k¼1

min fik ; fjk
� � ð4Þ

with 1≤i; j≤N . If i = j, fij is the number of hits instead of
confusions. According to this measure, two phones i and j
are similar if they both have many confusions with the
same phones and their similarity is zero only when phones
i and j have no simultaneous confusions with any phones.
Figure 4 gives a simple example of this measure.
The confusion matrix of a good phone recognizer is

close to a diagonal matrix. The out-diagonal values repre-
sent misclassified phones (confusions between phones).
Since the numbers of occurrences of each phone are quite
different (due to phonetically unbalanced speech material)
we normalize the confusion matrix by dividing the fre-
quency counts fij by the total number of occurrences of
the phone i in the speech database:

pij ¼ fijPN
n¼1

fin

¼ P ĉj cij Þ� ð5Þ

In this way, we have an estimate of the probability of
recognizing the model or cluster ĉj when its reference
class is ci. In this case the Houtgast similarity measure
becomes

s′ij ¼
XN
n¼1

min pin; pjn
� �

¼
XN
n¼1

min P ĉið jcnð Þ; P ĉj
� ��cnÞÞ ð6Þ
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Figure 4 Example of Houtgast similarity computation.
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This new measure has the following properties: (i) s′ij≤1
and (ii) s′ii ¼ 1 . Because min a; bð Þ ¼ 1

2 aþ b� a� bj jð Þ
and because

PN
n¼1pin ¼ 1 , a distance measure between

phones i and j can therefore be defined as

d1 ci; cj
� � ¼ 2 1� s′ij

� � ¼XN
n¼1

pin � pjn
�� �� ð7Þ

This distance forms a metric because it is the L1 norm
applied to row differences of matrix P (with elements pij
as defined in (5)). Several similarity measure proposals can
be found in literature [4,16,25], but as referred in [26],
they do not fulfil the properties of a proper metric. In the
present proposal, d1 has the three metric properties: it is
positive, symmetric and satisfies the triangle inequality.
Other distance measures can be defined based on the

same principle, in particular the Euclidean distance of rows,

d2 ci; cj
� � ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXN

n¼1
pin � pjn
� �2r

ð8Þ

Clustering method
The proposed clustering method groups phones in a
multilevel hierarchy where clusters at one level are com-
bined as clusters at the next level. Clustering can be
achieved following hierarchical agglomerative clustering
paradigm [27,28] as follows. Initially, each phone will be
considered as a distinct cluster.

Step 1 ! Compute matrix P using (4).
Step 2 ! Find the distance between each pair of

phones using (7).
Step 3 ! Compute the distances between all clusters. The
distance between clusters r and s can be computed with
several criteria, of which the simplest is the nearest
neighbour:d r; sð Þ ¼ min d cijr; cj sj ÞÞ; i ¼ 1 . . .nr;

��
j ¼

1::ns where nk is the number of phones in cluster k and
ci|k is the ith phone in cluster k.

Step4 ! Create a new cluster by grouping the two
nearest ones.

Steps 3 and 4 will repeat until the number of desired
clusters or a distance threshold is reached. Another pos-
sibility is to compute clusters until all the phones belong
to the same cluster. A dendrogram can be built from
these clusters, to allow the decision, the level or scale of
clustering that is most appropriate for the application.
TIMIT phone clustering results
Starting from the data model described in Section 3.1
and following the steps proposed in Section 3.3, we ar-
rive at a hierarchical phone clustering, depicted as a bin-
ary cluster tree (dendrogram) in Figure 5. The labels
along the horizontal axis represent the phones in the
original data set and vertical axis refers to the distance
between the phones. This distance is computed from a
similarity measure using d1 ci; cj

� �
. The number of clus-

ters depends on where the tree is cut. In the example
given in Figure 5, the 61 TIMIT phones are represented
by the 9 clusters presented in Table 1.
The consistence of the clusters, particularly the ones

involving vowels, is well known. If we compare the re-
sultant clusters with the knowledge-based division of [5]
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Figure 5 Hierarchical phone clustering dendrogram using the average distance between clusters (cophenetic correlation coefficient=0.873).
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presented in Table 2, only [y], [w] and [oy] are in a sep-
arate cluster. Nevertheless, these phones stay in a single
cluster not because they are acoustically different but
due to the little confusions with other phones. Another
strong cluster is that of nasals. In this case, the data-
driven division is the same as the knowledge-based div-
ision. Affricatives are set in a separate cluster (the
knowledge-based proposal sometimes placed affricatives
with stops and at others with fricatives). For fricatives
and stops, the method relies on more than two clusters.
The number of confusions between some fricatives and
stops suggests that acoustically they exhibit similarities.
The cophenetic correlation coefficient referred to in

Figure 5 legend is a measure of how faithfully the den-
drogram preserves the pairwise distances between the
Table 1 Sixty-one TIMIT confusion-division results in
terms of nine clusters

Clusters TIMIT-labelled phones

Cluster 1 bcl dcl epi gcl kcl pau pcl q tcl

Cluster 2 b d dh f g k p t th v

Cluster 3 y

Cluster 4 hh hv

Cluster 5 dx em en m n ng nx

Cluster 6 aa ae ah ao aw ax ax-h axr ay
eh el er ey ih ix iy l ow oy r uh uw ux w

Cluster 7 ch jh s sh z zh

Cluster 8 eng

Cluster 9 h#
original unmodelled distances [29]. The closer the value
of the cophenetic correlation coefficient is to 1, the more
accurately the clustering solution reflects the data.
Since the goal is phone recognition, the question

remains as to how can these clusters help to improve
phone recognition. The next section describes the fol-
lowed approach—a hierarchical classification of different
levels of phonetic information. Several intermediate clas-
sifiers offer posterior probability predictions for BPC,
achieving phone detail at the end.

Enhanced phone recognition
In this section, we use the broad classes generated auto-
matically by the method proposed in the previous section
in a phone recognition task. Given the difficulty of finding
a threshold that leads to an optimum number of clusters,
we decided to cut the tree in different places, which
resulted in several sets of clusters. This procedure forms a
hierarchical structure, from broad to fine phonetic detail.
The combination of several levels of phonetic detail has
Table 2 Thirty-nine TIMIT knowledge-based division into
five broad classes, from [5]

Broad classes TIMIT-labelled phones

Vowels l, r, w, y, er, ey, aw, ay, oy, ow, iy ,eh,
ae, aa, uh, uw, ax, ix

Stops p, t, k, b, d, g, jh, ch

Fricatives s, z, zh, f, th, v, dh, hh

Nasals m, n, ng

Silences sil, dx
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already been investigated in several studies, e.g. [5], where
the outputs of four broad phonetic group classifiers
(knowledge-based generated and trained separately) are
combined in order to correct or enhance a phone classi-
fier. Our proposal follows a similar approach, but by
means of a hierarchical structure and with broad classes
generated by the confusion-driven approach. Later, we
show that this hierarchical classification takes advantage
over the classifiers trained separately.

Hierarchical broad classes
We propose a hierarchical classification system that con-
sists of a hybrid MLP/HMM, where the neural network
architecture performs phone classification with a hier-
archical set of broad class phonetic classifiers. The num-
ber of output layers in the MLP is the same as the cut
places of the clustering tree, with the same order. Each
cluster is characterized by the set of phones grouped by
the tree cut and is called broad class. The broad class
predictions from earlier classifiers are fed to the next
ones in order to enhance the class discrimination in the
current classifier. The last layer performs a 1-to-61 clas-
sification of the set of phones. All layers are trained con-
currently so that, in training mode, targets are presented
at all output layers.
The serial arrangement proposed provides several

broad-class posteriors along with the phone posteriors.
A better phone classifier may be achieved if all these
posteriors are correctly combined. Previous study [8]
shows that phone prediction may be more robust if class
membership probabilities are weighted and combined. A
method for finding the best set of weights based on dis-
criminative training in a hybrid MLP/HMM system is
described below.
Figure 6 Discriminative weight training method scheme.
Hierarchical MLP combination approach
The goal of a combination approach is to take advantage
of the broad-class posteriors along with the phone poster-
iors in order to improve the global phone recognition per-
formance. Our approach considers that each phone can
be predicted by combining all the broad-class outputs
associated with that phone, with weights differing for each
phone. These weights are found by means of a discrimina-
tive training method. Each weight will be assigned to the
logarithm of the network output which includes the
phone. The global phone posteriors are found by combin-
ing the corresponding outputs of all output layers. The
proposed combination rule is expressed by

P̂ pk jyð Þ ¼ 1
Z

exp
XNL

l¼1

α lð Þ
ck log y lð Þ

ck

� 	 !
ð9Þ

P̂ pk yj Þð is the kth phone probability prediction, given
the layer outputs, y, corresponding to the broad-class
predictions in each of the NL output layers (see Figure 6).

y lð Þ
ck and α lð Þ

ck are the network output and corresponding
weight of layer l and index ck, denoting the broad-class
index (in layer l) to which the phone k belongs. Each
phone is predicted by weighting all the class outputs
associated with the phone k, k 2 1; ::; 61f g , which are
different for each phone. Referring to Figure 6, there are
four output layers with 9, 16, 40 and 61 clusters and
according to Table 3 the phone [zh] has indexes 3, 9, 23
and 61 in the layers from 1 to 4. In this equation, Z is a
normalization factor for the predictor P̂ pk yj Þð for the 61
phones sum up to one.
The best set of weights is the one which gives the

highest phone accuracy according to our hybrid MLP/



Table 3 Description of data-driven broad classes

BPC9 BPC16 BPC40

l, el, w, r, er, axr, ey,
aw, ay, iy, ih, eh, ae,
ah, ax, uh, ix, uw, ux,
ax-h, aa, ao, ow, oy

l, el, w l, el

w

r, er, axr r, er, axr

ey, aw, ay, iy, ih, eh,
ae, ah, ax, uh, ix,
uw, ux, ax-h, aa, ao, ow

ey

aw

ay

iy

ih, eh, ae, ah,
ax, uh, ix

uw, ux

ax-h

aa, ao, ow

oy oy

p, b, d, t, f, th, v, dh, k, g p, b p

b

d, t, f, th, v, dh d, t

f , th

v, dh

k, g k

g

jh, ch, sh, z, s, zh jh, ch, sh jh, ch

sh

z, s, zh z, s

zh

hh, hv hh, hv hh, hv

m, n, em, ng, en, nx, dx m, n, em, ng, en m , n

em

ng

en

nx, dx nx

dx

pcl, tcl, dcl, kcl, q pcl, tcl, dcl, kcl, q pcl

bcl, gcl, pau, epi bcl, gcl, pau, epi tcl, dcl

kcl

q

bcl

gcl

pau, epi

y y y

eng eng eng

h# h# h#
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HMM recognition system. An iterative training method
based on the paradigm of discriminative training is
therefore appropriate.
Discriminative training of the weights
Every kind of error should be considered (substitutions,
insertions and deletions) in the definition of a cost function.
Since these errors are found by the Levenshtein distance,
the objective function should include a minimization of this
distance with multiple hypotheses. However, we used a
simple 1-best discriminative function, thereby avoiding the
error counting, which it is better than applying the phone
targets to the network output layer as is usually done. The
Levenshtein distance aligns two label sequences. One is the
reference (assumed correct) sequence, Wlab , and the other
is the best decoding hypothesis given by the recognizer,
Wrec . Using the Viterbi algorithm, we define an error func-
tion as

d Wrec;Wlab

� � ¼ g Wrecð Þ � g Wlabð Þ ð10Þ

where g Wlabð Þ and g Wrecð Þ represent the reference and
best acoustic log likelihood of the observation sequence
according to the Viterbi algorithm. This difference corre-
sponds to a likelihood ratio. It is always greater than zero
and is only zero if the two transcriptions are exactly the
same (if labels and time alignments match).
If NBD is the total number of training utterances, the

global cost is then given by

E ¼
XNBD

n¼1

d W nð Þ
rec ;W

nð Þ
lab

� 	
ð11Þ

In the hybrid MLP/HMM approach, the a priori prob-
ability function bs(x) is the likelihood of observing x in
the HMM state, s, being transformed in the posterior
probability predicted by Equation (9).

In order to find the appropriate set of weights α lð Þ
k

n o
,

a gradient descendent method is applied. In this case, it
can be shown that the error gradient has terms of the
form

@

@α lð Þ
ck

logP̂ pk yj Þ ¼ log y lð Þ
ck

� 	
1� 1=Zð Þ

�
ð12Þ

On the other hand, the gradient of the weights is

rα lð Þ
ck ¼ @E

@α lð Þ
ck

¼
XNBD

n¼1

@g W nð Þ
rec

� 	
@α lð Þ

ck

�
@g W nð Þ

lab

� 	
@α lð Þ

ck

0
@

1
A ð13Þ

The gradients of the log likelihoods in this expression
depends on (12) because the HMM states of the path

(W nð Þ
rec or W nð Þ

lab ) are associated with the MLP outputs, y lð Þ
ck .

Figure 6 illustrates the scheme of the proposed dis-
criminative weight training method.
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We used the RPROP to accelerate the convergence to
a solution.
Results of the proposed hierarchical MLP architecture

with broad classes found by the clustering method are
presented in Section 5.3.
Experimental results
All the experiments were carried out using hybrid MLP/
HMM systems. Speech was analyzed as in Section 3.1.1.
Both training and testing were carried out using the
TIMIT database [20] and its original 61 phoneme set. This
database is often used in phone recognition benchmark-
ing, e.g. [5,7,30]. The train and test sets correspond to the
original splitting of the TIMIT database. While the train-
ing set with all si and sx sentences has 3,698 utterances,
the test set consists of all si and sx sentences from the
complete 168-speaker test set, which has 1,344 utterances.
The targets derive from the phone boundaries provided

by the TIMIT database. Although the neural network is
tailored to discriminate the full 61 TIMIT phones, these
symbols are sometimes considered a too narrow descrip-
tion for practical use, and for evaluation purposes we col-
lapsed the 61 TIMIT labels into the standard 39 phones as
proposed by Lee and Hon [31]. In the hybrid MLP/HMM
systems, the a priori state likelihoods are replaced by pos-
terior probabilities, P̂ pk xj Þð , given directly from the MLP
output layer or according to Equation (9) (Section 4.2).
The performance of the MLPs was evaluated by means of
a frame error rate (FER). The performance of the hybrid
system was evaluated by means of Correctness (Corr) and
Accuracy (Acc).
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Figure 7 FER comparison of hierarchical BPC’s classification
and equivalent single layer BPC’s classification.
Hierarchical versus single layer classification
As described in Section 4.1, a hierarchical classification of
different levels of phonetic information is proposed in
order to improve phone recognition. The neural network
has about 161 k parameters. It comprises eight hidden
layers. The number of nodes in the layers is (in numerical
order): 50-9-50-16-50-40-100-61. Even layers give poster-
ior probability predictions for BPC and the last layer gives
posterior probability predictions for phones. Thus, the
proposed MLP system is trained as a function of the 61
phones and 3 additional sets of BPC, consisting of 9, 16,
40 TIMIT phone sets (viz. BPC9, BPC16, BPC40) achieved
by the confusion-driven clustering approach proposed.
The hierarchical phone clustering dendrogram in Figure 5
gives rise to the BPC9. The two others BPCs result from
cutting the data-driven dendrogram tree into two other
levels. The resulting sets of BPCs were grouped according
to the division presented in Table 3.
Standard MFCC’s features and derivatives are presented

for input (odd) hidden layers. A context window of 290 ms
was used using only 15 frame features (details in [8]).
All layers were trained concurrently so that, in training
mode, targets were presented at all even layers: layers 2, 4,
6 and 8. Since even layers are trained with a softmax acti-
vation function, its outputs can be seen as BPC probabil-
ities. The odd uses a sigmoid activation function. All the
network weights and bias are adjusted using batch training
with an RPROP algorithm [21] so as to minimize the
minimum-cross-entropy error between the network out-
put and the target values. The choice of the error function
followed Bishop’s suggestion [32], which was later clarified
by Dunne and Campbell [33]. It states that the softmax ac-
tivation function should couple with the cross-entropy
penalty function.
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed

hierarchical network, we trained four single layer net-
works, each one specialized in one BPC. Each single
layer network was trained with the same number of hid-
den nodes as the hierarchical network (e.g. BPC16 MLP
has 50 hidden nodes and an output layer with 16 out-
puts). The results in terms of FER are given in Figure 7
and show that the hierarchical network outperformed
the equivalent single layer networks with respect to
BPC16, BPC40 and 61 TIMIT phones. Regarding the
classification of BPC9 (9 clusters of Table 1) the per-
formance of the single layer network is similar to the
hierarchical. These results encourage the use of the hier-
archical structure in further experiments. Note that
these results relate to an evaluation (in terms of FER) of
the test set for every training epoch.

Hierarchical confusion-driven versus hierarchical
knowledge-driven phone recognition
Since confusion-driven clustering is the topic of this article,
the performance of this kind of clustering has to be
compared with that achieved by an expert-knowledge ap-
proach. Therefore, we trained two hierarchical MLPs from
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scratch. They had a similar number of parameters, with
the same number of layers but with broad classes found by
means of the proposed confusion-driven clustering proced-
ure (Hierarchical MLP with confusion-driven broad classes)
and by the classical division based on expert knowledge
(Hierarchical MLP with knowledge-driven broad classes).
The confusion-driven broad classes division is presented in
Table 3 and the knowledge-driven broad classes division is
presented in Table 1 of [8]. Besides the intermediate layers
having a different number of outputs, in both MLPs the
output layer is trained as a function of the 61 TIMIT ori-
ginal phones. Figure 8 presents the comparison in terms of
FER within the 39 phone set evaluation. Results for the test
set are very similar in the two figures, which indicates that
the proposed confusion-driven phone clustering method
may be used instead of the classical methods based on
human knowledge.
Phone recognition with MLP combination
One question remains unanswered: how can confusion-
driven phone clustering enhance phone recognition? In
view of this, we tested a hybrid MLP/HMM system with
the MLP following the hierarchical structure described in
Sections 3 and 4. Results are presented in Table 4. The first
Table 4 TIMIT phone recognition results

%Corr %Acc % Improvement

Corr Acc

Baseline (PP) 71.8 68.6 - -

CDPC+ PP 73.8 70.0 2.8 2.0

Baseline: considering only phone posteriors (PP) in the decoding process.
CDPC+ PP: the discriminative combination of the proposed confusion-driven
phone clusters (CDPC), with phone posteriors (PP).
line shows the baseline system for which only the output
layer of the MLP was considered, which gives 61 phone
class membership predictions in the HMM, while the sec-
ond line gives the results of the hierarchical classification
structure with the outputs of each level combined by the
discriminative weight training method. The results rise
from a correctness rate of 71.8–73.8% which is a relative
improvement of 2.8%. Regarding accuracy, the relative im-
provement was 2%, to reach 70%. As expected, a combin-
ation of broad-class posteriors with phone posteriors can
be effective for enhancing both the correctness and accur-
acy rates in phone recognition.

Contextualizing with TIMIT state-of-art results
The results presented here are not comparable with
those published in [34] because the authors of that study
evaluated their system with phone classification and not
phone recognition, as we have done. But the results
compare favourably with the findings presented by an
ASAT (Automatic Speech Attribute Transcription)
group in [35] and by Morris and Fosler-Lussier [7]. The
only factor those studies have in common with this
study is that they present results for the same conditions
(same speech material and same recognition rates). The
ASAT group [35] uses confidence scores of phonetic
attributes classes given by an MLP, an HMM and an
SVM in a CRF for phone recognition. They indicate an
accuracy rate of 69.52%. This value is lower than our
CDPC+PP results. Morris and Fosler-Lussier [7] use
phonological features provided by an ANN together with
61 class posteriors, provided by another ANN, also as
input of a CRF, and achieve a 71.49% accuracy rate. Our
results are close, which shows that the very different
approaches provide similar performance results. It would
appear that higher results will not be achieved for the
TIMIT corpus unless other approaches are used, which
should include a widening of the phonetic context as
was successfully done in [6]. Milestones in phone recog-
nition using the TIMIT database can be found in [30].

Conclusions
This article has described a phone clustering method
based on a phone similarity metric which is computed
from a confusion matrix generated from the output of a
phone recognition system. The results show that equally
good performances are achieved using the broad classes
given by the proposed clustering method and using the
broad classes defined using human knowledge. In
addition to the proposed method overcoming the sub-
jectivity and time-consumption related to the human-
based on, employing a clustering method like this make
possible the creation of broad classes also in systems
where the recognition unit is not the phone. It is also
much easier to modify the speech database phone (or
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other unit) set. This may be necessary in cases where
the speech databases are not extensive enough to have a
sufficient number of occurrences of all phones. Another
advantage of the method is that the approach proposed
in this article can easily be generalized and applied to
other languages or to multilingual systems. It should be
noted that the proposed method is highly dependent on
the performance of the starting recognizer. The quality
of the acoustic models of the phone recognizer must be
good enough to provide a warrantable confusion matrix.
A hierarchical structure for training the intermediate

broad classes has also been proposed. It has been found to
be superior to training each broad class set separately, as
is usually done. Furthermore, the scope of the current
proposal extended to applying the confusion-driven phone
clustering method to a phone recognition system. In view
of this, a hierarchical structure was built where middle
levels were trained as a function of the clusters generated
by the proposed clustering procedure, to arrive at phone
detail in the last level. Enhanced phone recognition was in
fact found by combining the contribution of each cluster
of each level in the final phone posterior estimation. Since
the optimal combination depends on each individual
phone, an original discriminative method was used to find
the best set of weights for each phone. The results were
encouraging as the correctness and accuracy rates exhib-
ited relative improvements of 2.8 and 2%, respectively,
relatively to a baseline system.
Better results might be obtained if a new confusion

matrix were computed from the output of this improved
phone recognition system; the confusion-driven phone
clustering method can then be applied once more, with the
result that better cluster divisions are naturally found, and
the phone discrimination is thus improved yet again.

Endnote
a“Confusion-driven” is used since the phone clustering

is a function of a confusion matrix.
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